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Chapter 13: The Ptolemaic 
System (cont’d)



The Problem of the Planets (review)

• For the Aristotelian astronomers, the scientific problem about the 
planets was to predict and explain their drifting motion and retrograde 
motion.
• Explaining in the minimal sense (retrodicting the observed data).

• The constraints on an acceptable solution to this problem are:
1. Invoke only uniform circular motions
2. Accurately predict and explain observed motions of the planets
3. Cohere with other, especially core, beliefs of the Aristotelian 

worldview.
• (1) and (2) play a major role in the development of Ptolemy’s solution.



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• Ancient astronomers responded by adjusting and adding peripheral 
beliefs rather than rejecting the core Aristotelian beliefs.
• Before Ptolemy (100–170 CE), Apollonius (240–190 BCE) and 

Hipparchus (190–120 BCE) proposed an adjustment to the simple 
Aristotelian system.
• This is the epicycle-deferent system.



Solving the Problem of the Planets

The epicycle-deferent system





Solving the Problem of the Planets

1. Invoke only uniform circular motions
• All the epicycles and deferents are perfect circles.
• But planetary motion is not uniform with respect to the eccentric 

(the center of a deferent).
• Ptolemy tried to solve this discrepancy with an equant point.
• We didn’t talk about this last point yet. Let’s start with the 

definition of an equant point.



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• In Ptolemy’s epicycle-deferent system, a planet (or the center of its 
epicycle) moves uniformly about its deferent as viewed from an 
equant point.
• Let’s unpack this with a simple, deferent-only system (next).



P = planet; E = Earth; C = center of the 
deferent; Q = equant point

No, because the circumference FB is longer 
than AF. In order to cover FB in the same 
time it did cover AF, P must move faster 
along FB.

Let’s say that the planet (P) travels from A to 
F in 3 years and from F to B in another 3 
years.

Is the motion uniform?

The answer depends on how we measure 
speed.

Suppose we use our usual notion of linear 
speed (speed = distance/time). Is P moving 
uniformly?



P = planet; E = Earth; C = center of the 
deferent; Q = equant point

As the planet (P) travels from A to F in 3 
years, it sweeps out the right angle AQF. 

As the planet (P) travels from F to B in 3 
years, it also sweeps out the right angle FQB. 

Suppose we use the notion of angular speed
(speed = angle swept/time)

So the angular speed with respect to the 
equant point Q is uniform. 



P = planet; E = Earth; C = center of the 
deferent; Q = equant point; F = center of the 
epicycle

Ptolemy’s epicycle-deferent model 
with an equant point



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• Why did Ptolemy introduce an equant point?
• We can say two things about this question.
1. The role of conceptual facts.
2. The role of empirical facts.
• DeWitt only mentions (1).



Solving the Problem of the Planets

1. The role of conceptual facts.
• Conceptual facts constrain acceptable solutions.
• Ptolemy’s constraint was to invoke only uniform circular motion.
• The epicycle-deferent system invokes only circular motion.
• But the planet, if viewed from the Earth, does not move uniformly 

(in linear speed).
• This is an observed fact (recall retrograde motion).



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• So to meet the constraint of uniform motion, Ptolemy introduced 
an equant point.
• The plant moves uniformly (in angular speed) with respect to an equant 

point.

• Note that in Ptolemy’s system, uniformity of motion is diluted: only 
a hypothetical observer located at an equant point will see planets 
moving uniformly.



Solving the Problem of the Planets

2. The role of empirical facts.
• An acceptable solution needs to accurately predict and explain 

empirical facts.
• The planet, if viewed from the Earth, does not move uniformly (in 

linear speed).
• Ptolemy’s epicycle-deferent system predicts and explains this and 

other empirical facts.



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• If Ptolemy enforced uniform motion without an equant point, his 
system would be less successful at prediction and explanation of 
the data.
• For Ptolemy, the predictive and explanatory success of the 

epicycle-deferent system was more important than enforcing 
uniform motion.
• So, as a compromise, Ptolemy introduced an equant point, even 

though uniformity is now diluted.



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• In the 16th century, Copernicus questioned whether Ptolemy’s 
system adequately meets the constraint of uniform motion.
• Since we know Copernicus broke with Ptolemy’s system, we might 

expect that he also gave up the commitment to uniform circular 
motion.
• Not so!
• In fact, Copernicus was even more committed to uniform circular 

motion than Ptolemy. And this commitment motivated Copernicus 
to develop an alternative system. (More on this in the next 
chapter)



Solving the Problem of the Planets

• https://www.foothill.fhda.edu/astronomy/astrosims/ptolemaic-
system/index.html
• Try turning on “Show Equant Vector”

https://www.foothill.fhda.edu/astronomy/astrosims/ptolemaic-system/index.html


Chapter 14: The Copernican 
System (Historical Background)



Transmission of Greek Science

• This chapter is about the Copernican system and Copernicus’s own 
motivations.
• But the Almagest is a 2nd century work, and Copernicus worked in 

the 16th century.
• What happened in 1400 years?



Transmission of Greek Science

• After the fall of Western Roman Empire in 480, the study of science 
and philosophy declined in Europe.
• The scholarly interest shifted to Christian theology.

• In the 750s, the Abbasid dynasty took over the Muslim empire and 
founded its new capital, Baghdad. Soon Baghdad would become 
the largest metropolitan city in the world.





Transmission of Greek Science
In Baghdad, the Abbasids 
established the House of 
Wisdom.

It was like a research center: it 
had groups of scientists, 
philosophers, and other 
academics, and there was a 
large library.



Transmission of Greek Science

• One of the most important activities of the House of Wisdom was 
its translation department.
• Scholars translated all the Greek texts available to them into 

Arabic.
• This is known as the Translation Movement.
• Ptolemy’s Almagest is the Arabic title given by these translators (it means 

“the greatest.”)

• It would make an important impact on the European (Western) 
science and philosophy when these texts and commentaries were 
later translated into Latin.



Arabic translation of Ptolemy’s Almagest (8th or 9th century)



Islamic Astronomy

• In addition to the translation movement, Islamic scholars made 
their own contributions to science.
• We’ll briefly look at Islamic astronomy.



Islamic Astronomy

• Islamic astronomy engaged in three activities:
1. Mastering Ptolemy’s Almagest and correcting the parameters of 

Ptolemy’s epicycle-deferent system.
2. Developing new astronomical systems that better predict and 

explain the data.
3. Establishing astronomical observatories.
• Let’s look at quick examples of each.



Islamic Astronomy

1. Mastering Ptolemy’s Almagest and correcting the parameters of 
Ptolemy’s epicycle-deferent system
Al-Battani (c. 858–929) (Albategni in Latin)
• Corrected and greatly improved Ptolemy’s measurements
• E.g., al-Battani’s measurement of the length of a year is only a little 

more than 2 minutes off from our current measurement.
• In the 16th and 17th centuries, the Latin translations of al-Battani’s 

works were cited by Copernicus, Kepler, and others.



Latin translation of al-Battani’s work (1645)



Islamic Astronomy

2. Developing new astronomical systems that better predict and 
explain the data
Ibn al-Haytham (c. 965–c. 1040) (Alhazen in Latin)
• Focused on the problem of reconciling Ptolemy’s mathematical 

system with the Aristotelian structure of the universe.
• Recall the Aristotelian structure is concentric crystalline spheres. It is a 

physical model of the universe.
• Ptolemy’s system is a geometrical (non-physical) model.
• The question is how epicycles are physically realized.

• Ibn al-Haytham revived Ptolemy’s physical-sphere version of the 
epicycle-deferent model (see next).



This model was included in
Georg von Peuerbach’s
Theoricae novae planetarum
(first printed in 1454), which 
contributed to a revival of 
astronomy in Europe.

Physical-sphere version of the 
Ptolemaic epicycle-deferent 
system

This text formed the basis of the 
astronomical education of 
Copernicus.



Islamic Astronomy

2. Developing new astronomical systems that better predict and 
explain the data
• Islamic astronomers since Tusi (1201–1274) debated
• the possibility of separating mathematical astronomy from Aristotelian 

physics.
• the possibility of Earth’s motion.

• Copernicus followed Tusi’s objection to Ptolemy’s argument for 
stationary Earth.
• They also developed astronomical systems that departed from 

Ptolemy’s.
• E.g., systems without an equant point



Islamic Astronomy

2. Developing new astronomical systems that better predict and 
explain the data
Ibn al-Shatir (1304–1375)
• Eliminated Ptolemy’s equant point and developed a system with an 

extra epicycle.
• Ibn al-Shatir’s system is mathematically equivalent to Copernicus’s.



Moon (left) and Mercury (right) according to Ibn al-Shatir



Islamic Astronomy

2. Developing new astronomical systems that better predict and 
explain the data
Ali Qushji (1403–1474)
• Argued that astronomy should be independent of Aristotelian 

physics.
• This means that Aristotelian conceptual facts (e.g., beliefs about motion 

and elements) should not constrain problem solving in astronomy.

• Argued that an astronomical system with moving Earth is possible
and looked for empirical evidence for the Earth’s rotation.



Islamic Astronomy

2. Developing new astronomical systems that better predict and 
explain the data
• Qushji’s ideas were very likely to be transmitted to Europe through 

Regiomontanus’s Epitome of the Almagest (published in 1496).
• Regiomontanus (1436–1476) was a German astronomer.
• His Epitome of the Almagest is the first printed edition of Ptolemy’s 

Almagest.
• In 1496, which this was published, Copernicus was 23.



Regiomontanus’s Epitome of the Almagest (1496)



Regiomontanus’s Epitome of the Almagest (1496). 
Annotated in Latin by a reader. Note the diagram with 
“noto” above. 





Islamic Astronomy

3. Establishing astronomical observatories
• An observatory is a research institution. It needs:
• A building
• Observational instruments
• A library
• A staff of professional astronomers

• See images next



The observatory of Taqi ad-Din (16th century)



Ulugh Beg Observatory in Samarkand, 
Uzbekistan (15th century)

The trench with the lower section of the 
meridian arc

Qushji worked here.



Revival of Science in Europe

• Before the end of 11th century, Arabic texts (Arabic translations of 
Greek originals and original Arabic works) as well as Greek originals 
(which had been lost in Europe) entered Europe through Spain.
• European scholars began translating them. This effort continued 

into the 13th century.
• By the end of 12th century, Europeans recovered major parts of 

Greek and Islamic philosophy and science.
• This recovered learning continued in newly founded universities 

(see next).



Medieval universities and dates of founding





Peter Apian’s representation of the universe from 
his Cosmographia (1524) 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petrus_Apianus)

Note the Christianization of the Aristotelian 
universe: the outermost part is the empire of God.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petrus_Apianus


Revival of Science in Europe

• Christians in Europe now had to assimilate Greek and Islamic 
science and philosophy into their already Christian worldview.
• This resulted in a Christianized Aristotelian universe we have seen 

before.
• It also resulted in a ban on teaching certain Aristotelian ideas.
• The Condemnations of 1270 and 1277 at the University of Paris

• When Copernicus started his astronomical study, what he inherited 
was this Christianized version of Greek and Islamic science and 
philosophy.
• DeWitt talks about Neoplatonism, which is a Christianized version of 

Plato’s philosophy.



Chapter 14: The Copernican 
System


